FROM EAST TO WEST
He was naturally optimistic. He was worried, of
course, but not too much so. The situation in Leningrad
had improved somewhat, more people were being
evacuated from the city, he himself had seen one train-
load. ... It was terrible, God how terrible it was.
Exhausted, wasted people with starvation diarrhoea.
Children looking old and wizened. ... But Sonechka
and Lyalya had food. Ivan Egorych had sent it. They
could not have starvation diarrhoea. It was simply that
the letter had not come yet.
Perhaps they had left Leningrad before the siege
began. Sonechka was always so capable. ... And now
perhaps they were living quietly somewhere in the Urals.
And Lyalya was plump and rosy as she had always been.
Soon a letter would come. Of course, of course it
would. It would come with the next mail—a whole pile
of letters. Perhaps there would be one from Igor. His
mother had sent him the address, and he would write to
his father. Their ways would not lie apart for ever. ...
He was a sensible boy, he would grow up, he would
understand that he could not wound his father so.
Sonechka would bring them together again.
Oh, when would it come, that day when all four of
them would be sitting together in the small dining room,
with the lamp shining on their dear faces under its shade
with the torn strings of beads! Would that day ever
come?
"Yes, it will come," the calm, well-built commanding
figure of Danilov seemed to assure him- "Can there be
any question of it?" he read in the raised brows and
proud calm of Julia Dmitriyevna. "Why, of course it
will!" said Lena's sweet, untroubled, mischievous face.
Only Suprugov conveyed no assurance: who knows—
perhaps; and then again, perhaps not. ...
If anybody asked Danilov what education he had had,
he replied—elementary.
That was quite true—he had come from a peasant
family, had never left the village until he was eighteen
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